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£55 per person 
£10 pp deposit

27 King Street, Nottingham 
Tel: 0115 9585885

email: info@frenchliving.co.uk

Discovery Evening 
Soirée Découverte

Wed  19 Sep 2018
Thu 20 Sep 2018

 Amuses-Bouche 
Boudin Aveyronnais - Saucisse Melsát

Gaillac Rouge - Cave de Labastide de Levis - Terrane 2016
A blend of Duras and Braucol make up this red wine which fleshy and fruity. Its association with Charcuterie is evident, serving it colder than room temperature enhances that fact even 

more
uuu

Terrine de Courgettes au Safran - Tuile au Roquefort 
Courgette Terrine with Saffron, micro Herbs garnish, Tuile biscuit with Roquefort 

Gaillac Blanc - Chateau Clément Termes 2016
a fascinating native blend of Mauzac and Loin de l’Oeil, exhibits fragrant apple-blossom aromas and vibrant fruit. Floral, fruity and herbal it is understated and yet happily satisfying

uuu

Frésinat de Porc aux CÈpes
Casserole of Pork with Cep Mushroom, Potato wedges in Persillade, and Haricots Verts. This dish was traditionally cooked by the lady of the farmhouse following the slaughter of a pig, 

when they had a dinner party with the neighbours who helped!

Marcillac - Philippe Teulier 2016
Marcillac is a tiny obscure appellation near Clairvaux in Aveyron comprising some eight growers. The wines here are made exclusively from the Mansois grape, otherwise known as 

Fer Servadou in Gaillac. This red is quite supple with juicy raspberry flavours underpinned by slate and gravel notes. Teulier's wines define the notion of gouleyant or gracia placendi, 
delicious wine so instantly appealing that we fill our palates without analysis 

uuu

Laguiole & Pérail de Brebis
A cousin of Cantal made in Aveyron, and a small, delicate Ewe's milk cheese made across Tarn & Aveyron

Gaillac Rouge - Domaine d'Escausses 2016
The serious side of Gaillac. Domaine d’Escausses is located halfway between Albi and the medieval village of Cordes. The climate is a balance of oceanic with Mediterranean influences. 

mainly juicy Duras (75%) with some Fer Servadou, with its bright peppery notes, hints of Seville orange, bitter cherry and appealing suppleness in the mouth, the sort of red that we 
need to drink for medicinal quenching purposes

uuu
Tarte Fine Pomme et Pruneau, Oreillettes À l'Anis, Parfait Glacé À la Gentiane

Fine pastry tart with Apple Compote, Sliced Apple and Prunes, Aniseed flavoured Fritter, Iced Parfait with Gentian liqueur

 Gaillac Nature - Plageoles 2016
 A fabulous and ancestral sparkling wine. The méthode Gaillacoise, unlike Champagne, uses a natural process, with no added sugar. The sugar contained in the fruit creates the initial 

fermentation, the secondary fermentation (fizz) and the residual sugar. Robert Plageoles is a master in this art.
uuu

Café
100% Arabica coffee

Tarn-Aveyron
two Departements in the Eastern part of 
the Midi-Pyrenees region, with the towns 
of Albi, Castres, Rodez. They both have a 
fairly low density of population and the local 
economy is based mainly on agriculture 
and tourism. It's all about Meat and Fruit 
here! Animals are bred in large numbers. 
Sheep's milk is needed for the production 
of Roquefort, with lamb as by-product. 
Beef is also present as the area is famous 
for suckling calves: le Veau d'Aveyron et 
du Ségala. Quality farmhouse poultry and 

duck is also produced.  The area is 
made up of small farms so there is a 
strong tradition of pig breeding, for 
the farmers own consumption but 

also for the creation of cured meat products 
of all types, in particular black pudding & 
sausages. You will see fields of arables, but 
orchards are really the main point of interest, 
with apples, pears and plums as primary 
fruits grown in this region.
Tarn-born Gaillac is one of the most original 
wine growing areas in France in every 
sense. The range of grapes and styles is 
amazing. The Mauzac grape, for example, 
is especially versatile: it is resistant to rot 
& ripens late & may be found in everything 

from sparkling wines (methode rurale or 
gaillacoise was being praised long before 
Champagne) through dry, to semi sweet 
& even vin jaune. The only Aveyron 
wine is Marcillac, and its colour is red. 
The grape variety is Mansois, otherwise 
known as Fer Servadou. Only old barrels 
and traditional methods are used; minimal 
sulphur is required in the fermentation. 
The result? Violet-tinted, brilliant fresh 
reds packed with fresh currant fruits, 
provocative acidity & a medicinal 
minerality. The delicious gutsy-savoury 
wines of the Aveyron & Gaillac may not 
be pretentious; but drinking them reminds 
us that simplicity is an under-rated virtue.


